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FOREWORD
	 1
This final report was prepared by General Dynamics Convair Division for NASA-
JSC in accordance with Contract NAS9-15973, DRL No. T-1562, DRD No. MA-179,
Line Item No. 3. It consists of two volumes: (I) a Brief Executive Summary and (11) a
comprehensive -,et of program results.
The principal program results were developed frorn October 1979 through June
1980 followed by final documentation. Reviews were presented at JSC on 16 March 1980
and 16 July 1980.
During this program; many individuals were involved in providing technical and
manufacturing support and assistance. We specifically wish to acknowledge the
efforts of the following General Dynamics Convair personnel who significantly contri-
buted to the program.
Structural Design & Analysis	 - Lee Browning, Ed Spier,
Des Vaughan
Mechanical Design	 - John Bodle, Hans Stocker,
Bob Clemens
Manufacturing R &D	 - Steve Hardy, Gerry Peddie
Materials R&D	 - Gay Liskay, lay Adsit,
Mal. Campbell, Chuck Horst,
Jim Prather, Jose Villa,
Carlos Portugal, Mel Wood,
Dave Harris, Hector ^;amacho
Environmental Test
	
- Don Page, Bill Brunnyoelzl
Experimental Shoff
	
- Don Tibb, Norm Taylor,
Dick Renick, Lou Schlife
Electronics & Instrumentation
	
- Thigh Arrendale, Ralph Wickwire,
Steve Cunningham, Wally Butts,
Bob Hayes
The program was managed through. Convair's Advanced Space Programs depart-
ment, directed by R. H. (Russ) Thomas. The program manager was Lee Browning
until 21 April 1980. Mr BroNNminf accepted a new position at Convair and was
succeeded by his Mechanical and Structural tasks leader, John Bodle. The NASA-JSC
COR ;s Lyle Jenkins of the Spacecraft Design Division, under George Franklin, Chief.
iii
For further information contact:
Lyle M. Jenkins, Code CMI 	 John G. Bodle, NIZ 21-9504
NASA SC	 General Dynamics Convair Division
Houston, Texas 77058 	 P.O. Box 80847
18)48»-2478	 San Diego, California 92138
(714) 277-H00, Ext. 2815
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE
This Executive .Summary is one of two volumes comprising the Final Report for the
Graphite Composite Truss Welding and Cap Section forming Subsystems Program.
Volume II provides the dotailed program results.
This section provides a program overview and a top level summary of the pro-
gram effort.
1.2 PROGRAM OVERVIEW
1.2.1 OBJECTIVES. the overall objective of this development program is to
advance the technology required to develop a beam builder which will automatically
fabricate long, continuous, lightweight, triangular truss members in space from
graphite/thermoplastic composite materials. The primary program objectives are:
a. Continue the development of forming and welding methods for graphite/
thermoplastic (GR/TP) composite material.
b. Continue GR /TP materials technology development.
c. Fabricate and structurally test a lightweight triangular truss segment.
1.2.2 TASK SUMMARY. The Space Construction Automated Fabrication Experi-
ment Definition Study (SCAFEDS), was rt. , 'rformed under Contract NAS9-1010 by
General Dynamics Convair Division for the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center,
in parallel with Convair Independent Research and Development (IRAD) . The
study produced a concept for an efficient beam builder system for use in on-orbit
construction of large space structures. This program's major task C-7oups are
structured (as summarized in Figure 1-1) to build on the SCAFEDS design and
technology base in the three key areas of forming, ultrasonic welding, and
GR/TP composite materials development, test, and evaluation.
The tack flow shown in Figure 1-2 indicates the interrelationship between
Tasks I and III. After modification and test of Convair's existing bench model
cap roll-forming machine, the machine was used to roll-farm caps for the proto-
type test truss and for column test specimens used to test local buckling and
torsional instability characteristics.
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PROGRAM RESULTS
2.1 CAP FORMING TEC HNOLOGY
A machine for automatically roll-forming graphite/thermoplastic (GR/TP) open
section cap members configured for the SCAFE'DS space structure triangular truss
and beam builder was demonstrated by Convair in 1978. This early bench model
of a beam builder cap forming module showed the need for Improvements of the
roller and heater arrangements. It had also never been tested at forming rates
faster than 1, 27 cm /see (0.5 in. /see). Modification, test, and eva'uation tasks
were performed in this program to improve performance of, and -Identify drive
rate effects for, the cap forming machine.
2.1.1. ROLLER /HEATER GEOMETRY. The objective of this task was to evaluate
and further optimize the operation of Con,vair's prototype cap forming machine.
The goal was to produce "operational quality" cap members, except for conditions
caused by lack of sophistication of the machine elements or limited capability to
produce uniform, top quality, GR /TP strip material. The factors known to affect
cap quality and appearance: which could not be resolved within the scope of this
task included the following:
a. Use of surface-contacting thermocouples for temperature control of the
heated strips. These thermocouples create scuff marks along the bend
zone surfaces.
b. Lack of a process for continuously coating and consolidating GR/TP
resulted in material of rionuniform color, thickness, and flatness due to
use of a hot press to compact the strip material in overlapping steps.
The modified cap forming machine is shown in Figure 2-1. The contracted
task required redesign, fabrication, assembly, and development testh, 'r of the
forming section. Each section of the cap forming machine was designed as a
separate module to allow each function (i.e., heating, forming, cooling, drive)
to be interchangeable with different designs, as required, to evaluate alternative
approaches. The forming section was thus replaced without changes to the
heating, cooling, and drive sections.
The new forming section used much of the hardware from the original forming
section, such as the forming rollers, bearings, shafts, and thermocouples. As
shown in Figure 2-2, the original forming section employed numerous quartz lamps
beneath and above the strip material. This was to alloy
 flexibility in the adjust-
ments of heaters during early development. The new design employs only four
quartz lamp heaters, located beneath the strip, with specially shaped reflectors to
direct the infrared heating at the bend zones. External reflectors strips are pro-
vided along the length of the heated zones to help maintain the temperature of
the strips.	 2-1
FiMIre 2- 1. p rototype cnn forminv m,ichine
• ORIGINAL FORMING SECTION 	 • NEW FORMING SECTION
• NUMBER OF HEATERS IN FORMING SErTION REDLIZED BY 79%
• OVERALL LENGTH INCREASED - 15.2 i.m
Figure 2-2. Forming section changes.
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The distance between the lead ill of straight rollers and the first forming;
stage was incI'eased 6.35 em ('2. 5 ill. ) to reduce the strains on the unheated side
flats as the strip t1-arlsitiolted from tlilt to form the 60-degree apex angle. I'll is
,lllevinted tile tendency of 'ire Center heated strip to fold to it peak just in front
of	 tilt'	 apex	 forllllll'r 	 1•01lers,	 I1111k1I11,;	 It difficult	 to Control the width of the heat
Arne locally	 ill 	 nren during; the pivi -;e period.
The distance between the first and final forming stage was increased 8.89 cal
( 3. 5 ill.) to reduce the strain oil 	 unheated edges of the strip its the 90- dt^ ree
side trends were formed. rile shorter distance had cau:;ed the edges to become
crimped and wavy during the pause perio.i nlld had also cruised small cracks to
occur ill 	 edges. These problems were further :illevinted by the addition of
tetlon guides to support the edges before and After the final forming rollers.
Surface -Contacting thermocouples were installed for control and measurement
of strip temperatues. I llree thermocouples in ,e forming section ctm iect to
three tomperllture controllers ill 	 control pane , which modulate heater power
to nlailltaill strip tempe; • atures within it range of 193 1'C ( 31311°F) to 249 0 C (4tt0 11 F) .
When the c lip forming mnchinc is *ill 	 , as shi wn ill iKure 2 3, the
strip is automatics ly pulled thl'OlAgh L'le process in eVC.Ies of NO seCOnds rl.ln arid
30 seconds pause. The cuntrullet • nnvlisures it 58.4C 11 1 (''3 in.) stro};e for each
run Cycle, then stops the motor and
closes the water cooled cooling. p111tells.
At';er all seconds, the controller opens
the cooling platens and starts the motor.
Cvclic feed is it 	 builder considern-
tion to allow a pause` period dl:rin^r which
beam assemhly functions lire accomplished.
Fipire 2 - 3. C;ip forming; oper:itiolls.
The strip material is tionted to the
i.`rilli111; telllper7iture 1I1 the livatlI1 ►T sec
tic:,, only iloll jr, the bend zo:les, during
Ole 70 second run fund pa use period.
The forn,ill^* section hentel • s lire required
to mmintnin the formiiiFj temperature due
to the convective cooling effect of air.
Ailtilysis tillti Shown that toI. Operaticll
Ill the VaCl1UI11 olivirol.nlellt of sp :ice,
the forming
 section heaters could be
t112. 11ed Off lifter the llllt 1111 W111 • lll LIT), alld
the heating section lienters would require
less energy to heat the nlnteI• lill. I11 air
operation is a coil tildeI • nt1(.11, howeveI'.
hec: ► use ground test r nd checkout must
he provided for , ill 	 beam
ouilder .
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The prototype (bench model ; cap farming machine uperates in 58. 4 cm (23 in.)
strokes because the short heating and cooling sections were intentionally included
to save cost. For a SCAFE beem builder, the stro!W^ should be 1.439 m (56.46 in.) ,
For a run time of 40 seconds, the maximum strip speed would be approximately
3.8 cm /sec 0. 5
 
in. /see).
A summary of all y ap forming tests and operatians performed on this program
is given in Table 2 - 1. The first test performed after initial buildup of the forming
section resulted in a very poor specimen.
Table 2-1. Summary of cap forming (;perations.
RUNT	 I	 CAP
NO, DATE I LENGTH
1 114 MAR 12,74m (9 FT) ITEST RUN ONLY
2 1 9 MAY 1234m (9 FT) ITEST RUN ONLY
3 13 MAY 6.1m (20 FT) TEST RUN -CRIPPLING
SPECIRU4NS
	
4 14 MAY	 COLUMN TEST SPECIMEN
	
5 14 MAY	 PROTOTYPE TRUSS CAP
	
6 1 i5 MAY	 PROTOTYPE TRUSS CAP
7 115 MAY 16.1m (20 FT) 1PROTOTYPE TRUSS CAP
END
USE RESULTS & ACTION
POOR - HEATING ELEMENTS ADJUSTED
SUPPORT GUIDES ADDED
FAIR - MINOR ADJUSTMENTS MADE
GOOD = MINOR IRREGULARITIES
- IN$ZILATED SUPPORT BRACKETS
GOOD
GOOD MINOR IRREGULARITIES
• HEATING
GOOD	 • MATERIAL PROCESSING
GOOD
TOTAL 36m 1118 FT)
A substantial number of modifications were made to improve performance.
Heating profiles w-,^re tested to pinpoint problem areas requiring adjustments and
modifications, More edge guides and side support guides were added to prevent
waviness of the free edges and wrinkling eleng the bend zones.
The second test showed a marked improvement in the uniformity of the
finished cap. Some further adjustment of guides were required to correct minor
creases along the bend zones.
The third test specimen was the first 6.1 m (20 ft) specimen to be run. It
was generally uniform in cross section, with some minor irregularities which will
be discussed later. One set of support brackets in the forming section was
wrap ped with fiberglass because it was suspected of creating a local hot spot in
the edges.
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It was decided at this point to pro%eed with the forming of the specimens for
celilmn test and the cap.4 for the prototype test truss. It was recognized that
further efforts to eliminate minor irregularities would require more time, money,
arld material than were P-ailable. It should be noted, however, that the causes
of every irregul, ! rity ob,_rved were eventually identified, and none were found
that could not be remedied by either improving the mater-sal processing techniques
or making some minor changes in the forming section retlec!ors.
• PROTOTYPE TRUSS CAPS
ll
1I
'	 1
404
Figure 2-4. Cap formiri^r results.
• FORMINC, SECTION TROUBLE SWIT
The last four caps were run in sequence
without further change or adjustment of
the e, ► p forming mnchine. The results
achieved on the prototype truss caps are
shown in Figure 2-4. There were tv.o
very ►:oticeable irregularities in the
finished caps. The first was a local edges
deformation. shown in Figure 2-5. which
occurred at regular stroke length intervals.
This suggested a loc ►► 1 hot spot somewhere
in the forming section thilt was radiating
enough heat on the edges to cause them
to soften and become deformed. Post-test
analysis of this problem identified a 2.54
cm ( 1. 0 in. ) wide reflector support just
forward of the first forming stage as the
cause. This support was attached
directly to both atr internal and art exter-
nal reflector, which caused it to get hot
enough to ma-It the cap edges iocnlly. .
• LOCAL EDGE DEFORMATION
REFLECTOR
Fiirure 2-5. Irregularities due to heating.
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The second noticeable irregularity was that all of the formed caps exhibited
a relatively constant curvature in the plane of symmetry as seen in Figure 2-6.
A careful cheek of the alignment of the axially linear element; in the cap forming
machine failed to identify anything that would account for this curvature
• EFFECTSOF'4TE►=WISE CONSOLIDATION
1, NON-UNIFORM THICKNESS
• CAP CURVATURE
i . 0,66 . 1,02 mm
E
I
INSIDE R FIXED
Z THICKNESS VARIATION ALTERNATES
	
THICK	 TH1N	 i
THIN	 , SECTION	
SECTION I
SECTION i
	UNHEATED
ZONE
r
INDUCED MOMENTS
3, OTHER EFFECTS
• GRAPHITE SHOWS THRU COATING
• NON-UNIFORM COATING
Figure 2-6. Irregularities due to material processing limitations.
After general inspection of the strip material, it was theorized that the
curvature may be induced by nonuniformity Of the material thickness. Step-wise
compaction of the strip results in alternately varying material thickness oirer its
entire length. The effect of the alternating thickness variation on cap shape is
illustrated in Figure 2-6. The .inside geometry of the cap section is fixed by the
forming rollers and cooling platens and the arc perimeters of the outside radii
charge with thickness. This alternating shortening and lengthening of the arc
perimeters causes stresses along the boundaries of the unheated side flats and
edges, which induce moments along the length of the cap. Since the open sec-
tion allows the cap to distort under the influence of these stresses, the cap will
tend to bow in the direction of least resistance.
The curvature of the caps did not affect truss assembly becal^se it took very
little force to straighten the caps out on the truss welding fixture. The curvature
did, however, introduce an unexpected variable to the cap crippling and column
test specimens.
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2.1.2 DRIVE RATE EFFECTS. An experiment was performed to determ ;• ie the
effects of driving the strip material through the forming section at increa:^ed
rates of speed. This section describes the changes made to the drive section to
perform this experi.nent, the Test method, and results of tasting.
The original drive section contained molded elastomer : c drive roller s driven
in unison by a 1/50  horsepower DC motor through a gear train A resolver wheel
on the motor shaft created pulses from an optoelectronic interrupter which were
input to it cap displacement controller. This provided a resolution of approxi-
mately 96 pulses per inch of cap travel. By setting the desired run Length on
the control panel, the cap displacement controller stopped the drive motor when
the required pulse count accumulated. This measurement technique was not
very acct:rate because the elastomeric milers introduced an error in the actual-
versus-indicated cap displacement. To improve accuracy of cap displacement
measurement, an optical shaft encoder was installed over the cap member. To
permit driving the cap at increased speeds, the drive motor and gear rf , tio were
changed. These drive section modifications are shown in Figure 2-7.
OPTICAL SHAFT ENCODER
DISPLACEMENT DRIVEN WHEEL	 NEW MOTOR'
Figure 2-7. Drive section modifications.
The optical shaft encoder pulses output signals at the rate of 100 pulses
per inch of cap tr,:vel in response to the rotation of the displacement drive wheel.
This technique improved the accuracy of cap displacement measurement by an
order Of magnitude.
The new drive motor is a 1/15 horsepower DC shunt-wound, which is driven
open-loop, with no velocity °eedback or controi. The motor thus tends to slow
down under increased lord, which results in variable velocity during test runs.
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For a beam-builder System, it more sophisticated drive control wou"i be requir-^u
to ensure uniform displacement of .:--aaps during the run phase, and highly necuritte
displacement control of each ''beam cap to ensure straightness of long beams.
The drive rate effects test was runt using a 6.1 in (20 ft) length of strip
material. This allowed eight different speeds to be run. The speeds were
selected between the minimum speed of 3.6 em/sec ( 1.50 in. /sec) , which is the
baseline speed for the .?CAFEDS beam building, and 31.8 crn/sce ( 12.j in./see)
which is the speed derived for the Solar Power Satellite growth version of the
bearn builder.
Because the pause time required at the maximum speed was 68 seconds, tall
test runs were made using the 68 second pause time. This eliminated pause time
as it
	
from run-to-run.
The drive rite effects ide;ttified during; this experiment tare summarized in
Figure 2 8. There were no s eed-relaated effects noted until the velocity reached
10.1 !2.7 cm/sec (4.0 5.0 in./sec). The irreguiarities in the cap section at the
lower speeds were ill related !o the larger-than normal pause time and were all
heating or tooling e:fcct s.
"This one brief te.A indicated that careful attention will be required in the
design of forming section heaters for the beam builder cap forming module to
achieve uniforan heating. This basic forming process is compatible with drive
speeds required for near-term beam builders and can be adapted to higher drive
speeds through further development.
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Figure 2-e. Drive rate effects suminatry.
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2.2 ULTRASONIC WELDING TECHNOIaOGY
Ultrasonic welding of composite materials has been developed extensively in the
environment of air and gravity. Prior to final selection of this method for joining
structural members together in the environment of space, experiments to investi-
gate the effe:_ts of gravity and vacuum on the composite material and welding
apparatus were required.
The objectives of the ultrasonic welding task were to investigate and evaluate
the following:
a. Solidification of ultrasonic welds by investigating weld heat buildup
and dissipation during the welding operation in a thermal-vacuum
simulation.
b. Ultrasonic weld now i n a zero-g environment by determining the.effect
of gravity on the molten weld.
Investigation of the effects of gravity and vacuum on the ultrasonic welding
process was conducted by instrumenting an off-the-shelf Branson Sonic Power
Co. Model 4120 ultrasonic welder to operate in a vacuum chamber and in three
different angles to gravity. The experimental procedure, illustrated in block
diagram form in Figure 2-9, was developed to identify any vacuum, gravitational,
or combined effects on the welder, material, or final weld strength.
PREPARATION	 ! WELDING !	 COUPON TESTS
	
I	 EVALUATION
	
fDOCUMENTATION
Figure 2-9. Welding task approach.
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• H0LD TIME PROH• WELD TIME GRAMMER
WELDER	
PECIMEN DRIVE
cot, HL	 CONTROLLER
SWITCHES
WAT'TMETCit
)UUM CHAMYER
CONTROLS
TOR
SUPPLY
EXHAUST
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H(F JUNCTIONS
2.2.1 WELD TEST SETUP. The test setup, illustrated in Figure 2 . 10, allowed
for control and monitoring of the welder from outside the vacuum chamber.
CHART
H STRIP
	
I'
f1
CHART RE CORDERIP { 
I
T C04ART CO ROCKCH  HECORDLR	 I
Figure 2-10. Welder instrumentation and controls diagram.
For consistent weld schedules, the weld time, Ytold time, weld pressure, and
freque^ y must be accurately controlled. Timing control to an accuracy of *0.02
second was accomp ished by using a special controller to control weld time and
hold time.
Weld pressure was controlled by a pneumatic regulator outside the chamber
in the air pressure supply to the welder pneumatic actuator. Air pressure to
the actuator and exhaust from the actuator was conducted by tulang through a
solenoid control valve outside the chamber. Weld frequency was monitored by a.
digital counter.
Two 8-channel rapid-read strap chart recorders were used tc monitor, the
operation of the welder, temperature of the welder, and temperature of speci-
mens for heat flow tests. One recorder monitored weld power, horn down time,
weld time, and temperatures of the piezoelectric transducer, booster, horn mid-
point (area of maximum strain) , and weld tip. The other recorder was used
for temperature Aensing eight places on the welded specimens to determine heat
flow characteristics.
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Wald testing was performed with a 1.27 cm ( i in.) diameter course knurled
tip (total sur face area approximately 2. 53 cm 2 (0. 393 in . 2) attached to an ultra-
sonic weld horn with a gain of 6.6. Total tip motion with a 11 gain booster is
0.01257 cm ( 10.00495 In.).
Previous weld tests conducted using the GR/TP composite material had shown
that the weld strength will reach a peak as a function of energy input. As more
energy is input to the bond area, degradation of the material eventually begins
to weaken the weld. The pork weld strengt = h occurred within a range of energy
betwe^.n 310 J / em 2 and 496 a /cm 2 of weld area. It was assumed that the identi-
fication of a relatively minor weld strength degra dat=ion caused by gravity direc-
tion or vacuum around the weld area might riot be apparent if a peak strength
weld schedule were used. Consequenty, the weld schedule se=lected was approxi-
materly 155 J/cm 2 so that small deviations in welder efficiency, resin flow,
material uniformity, temperature flow, etc. would cause an easily identified
change in weld strength.
The weld schedule used for all weld tests specimens was as follows:
a, Weld Time - 0.7 second
h Hold Time - 1.0 second
c. Pneumatic Pressure - 27.6 N /cm 2 (40 psig)
2.2.2 WELD SPECIMENS. To allow a aeries of welds to be performed inside the
vacuum chamber, two 122 cm x 6.35 cm strips of GR/TP composite material were
joined together as shown in Figure 2-11 with a 2.54 cm overlap. The strips were
incrementally, moved by it remotely controlled motor drive system as shown in
Figure 2-12. Each weld strip was baked at 533K (500F) for 3 hours then vacuum
bagged and baked for 18 hours at 389K (350F) to remove moisture and volatile$
which can effect :veld strength and vacuum chamber pressures. The weld test
specimens are summarized in Table 2^-2. The weld strips were designed to
accommodate 35 to 38 weld specimens of the number and type indicated. Each
weld was identified as to number, environment, and gravity orientation.
Table 2-2. Weld test.- specimen requirements.
Usage
Air V acutun
00 450 900 00 450 900
Preliminary 20 5 5 5 5 5
Lap Shear 40 25 25 25 25 25
Peel 5 5 5 5 5 5
Visuallnsp. 5 5 5 5 5 5
Temperature 3 3
Total 53 35 35 35 35 35
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PEEL TEST SPECIMENS
	 LAP SHEAR TEST SPECIMENS
Fipirc 2 1 1 . (ill /TI' weld tort strip configuration.
SPECIMEN
DRIVE	 PNFIIMATir
I httimul.uurLt	 YYtLU
WIRES	 HORN
Figure 2- 12. Vacuum chamber 0 1
 setup.
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2.2.3 ULTRA S ONIC WELDING TESTS. Following the checkout and calibration
of all ill-Aruments. it preliminary test of the titid system was conducted. Twenty-
weld test speciinens were successfully welded in air with all instruments oper a
tional , the welder oriented in the 0 degree conflgurritit n (Figure - 1'2) . The
welder amplifiers and programming module were inside the chamber.
The inititc attempt to weld in vacuum resulted in erratic and generally very
low power to the transducer ; the weld and hold time were inconsistent ; and the
frequency was erratic. As it result, there wits no weld or melt in the composite
material. Trouble shooting of the electronics and actuator were inconclusive.
Factory checkout anti repair of the amplifiers and programmer, and replacement
of the transducer had no effect. Removal of amplifiers from the vacuum chamber
wits not successful clue to wiring; problems betwe , n the amplifiers and the pro
granuner inside the charuber. Removal of all electronics from the chamber resulted
in nor111111 timing and frequency, but welding; was stili intermittent. Finally.
remov a l of an aluminum label over the top of the transducer to insure proper
venting of internal air pressure during; pump-clown resulted it normal welder
operation il; vacuum. It w!IS Concluded that when the chamber was pumped down.
sonic of the electronic eornponentr, in the amplifiers, programming module, and
transducer miiifunctioned, probably due to interntil corona ef f -ets causing elec-
trical short circuiting.
The vacuum and grilvlty effects welding tests were eondueted in the sequerlee
shown in 'fable 2-3. Vacuum pressures ranked from 4.8 x 10 - 3 N/ 111 2 ( 3.6 x 10-5
Tort • ) 111ax1n111111 to 1 .11; x 1() 3 N 11l1 2 ( 0.8 x 10 5 Torr) . A separate test strip wits
installed for each run. Welder ..rientation was changed by tilting the apparlttus
as shown in Figure 2 13. No changes were made in weld schedule and no adjust
nlents made to the w'ldill ^ appar;itus except for periodic tuning of the weld stack.
Table 2 3. Weld test sequence.
Run	 Welder
No.	 I	 1:11vlrolllllellt 	 Orientation
I Ait 0)
2 Va:`uuln 00
3 A it 900
4 Vacuum 900
5 :1 it , 450
G Vilcuunl 450
I' iF*ure
	
13. Vacuum chamber 45 0 setup .
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2.2.4 WELDING TEST RESULTS. Upon completion of each weld test, the weld
strip wtxa removed from the drive mechanism and the individual welds were cut
out and separated into the test groups described in Table 2-2. Table 2-4 sum-
marizes the lap shear and peel test data. Air and vacuum welds made at 90
degrees wire notably lowest in strength and had the lowest ratio of success.
A possible explanation for the lower weld strength at the 90°-degree angle is that
since the horn is slender and tapered from 6.35 cm at the top to 1.27 cm at the
weld tip, some of the weld energy may be converted into transverse motion due
to cantilevered vibration of the horn. This condition ie a gravity effect on weld
strength which would not exist in a zero-g earth-orbit environment. In gravity,
this whipping condition can be conpensated for by increasing weld pressure
and/or time. A horn of greater cross section, such as that designed for the
truss welder, would have less tendency to whip.
Table 2'-4. Summary of lap shear and peel tests.
In -Air In-Vacuum
Lap Shear Peel Lap Shear Peel.
Welder
Angle n
(N) _ (N1
n
(N)
n
(N)
L :0 p P L 0 p Q
00
450
900
25
24
8
814.0
64:9.4
431.5
333.6
155.7
155.7
3
5
0
24.9
20.0
0
17.3
10.2
—
18
25
16
582.7
796.2
471.5
213.5
253.5
124.6
0
5
4
0
16.0
8.9
8.5
7.1
All weld specimens were examined for resin flow, resin melt, and general
appearance differences which might result, from welding in vacuum or from gravi-
tational effects. There was no difference in tip penetration or flow on the surface
of the welds which could be related to the gravitational or ambient conditions
under which the weld was made. Flow characteristics of thermoplastic in the
faying surfaces were very similar. The only variations were caused by differ-
ences in material resin content and thickness along the material strips. '
Thermocouples attached to the weld head during the welding experiments
were continually monitored to determine the cooling and heating effects of the
lack of or presence of air. Figure 2-14 illustrates the weld head thermocouple
locations. Table 2-5 shows the maximum change in temperatures from start of
weld sequence to completion of the last test weld using the precribed weld
schedule with 80-second intervals between welds. Weld tip operating tempera-
ture data was lost during test due to separation of the thermocouple and frac-
tional heating interaction between the thermocouple and tho weld tip. It is
assumed t ► at the weld tip temperatures after 80 seconds of cooling approached
the temperature of the horn. The maximum temperature changes occurred in the
horn in vacuum. This change was not significant; however, the total welding time
was not long enough to allow the weld horn to reach an equilibrium temperature.
2..14
TIME (seconds)
BOOSTER &
TRANSDUCER
TOASTER C
TRANSOUER
i	 i	 i	 s
1— 0 —^ To
TIME (seconds)
Table 2-5.	 Weld head heating effects. Figure 2-14 illustrates the
AT*(°F) maximum temperature change
Angle Environment Tip** Horn i Bstr Trans characteristics of each weldhead component during weld
0° Air - 3 3 3 cycles in air and in vacuum.	 Inair, the horn temperature in-5° - 2 2 2 creased approximately 35°F
90° _ 9 1 1 during weld, but returned to
near ambient within 10 seconds.
00 Vacuum - 21 6 4 In-vacuum temperature changes
45 0 14 4 5 were similar to changes in air,
900 - 23 9 ^8 but with slower decay rates
apparently due to the lack of
*Rise In preweld temp In X50 min (35 'weld cycles) convective cooling.	 In both air
**Tip thermocouple separated and vacuum welds, the maximum
change in temperature occurred
at the 90-degree weld direc^ion,
which suggests increased heating
• THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS due to bending strain in the horn.
Figure 2-15 illustrates the
thermocouple locations and
TRANSDUCER material fiber orientation on the
weld strips for the 0-degree air
and vacuum tests, and shows the
BOOSTER temperature changes that occurred
at thermocouples 7 and 10 in air
and in vacuum.
	
Results of theseHORN tests showed only minor heating
WELD TIP external to the weld area in the
direction of the glass fibers.
	 The
peak temperatures at thermo-
	
0 AIR WELD TEMP CHARACTERISTICS 	 • VACUUM WELD TEMP CHARACTERISTICS
	
130	 WELD POWER ON
	
130	 WELD POWER ON
	
120	
TIP
	 110	 TIP
	
110
	
11	 HORN
	
TEMP 10
	
TEMP 1 O
F	 90	 HORN
	
OF	
--
Figure 2- 14. Weld head temperature characteristics in air and in vacuum.
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a IN AIR
250
200
TEMP ISO
of	
100
50
couples 6, 9, and 12 (nearest the weld) showed an increase of 10 to 20°F.
Average temperatures at 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 12 during the welding of T1, T2,
and T3 were 83°F in air and 1 . 05°F in vacuum.
I
So	 •1 11 10— - a
G LASS
Figure 2-16 shows that the
maximum peak temperatures oc-
curred along the graphite direc-
tion nearest the weld. The dif-
ferences in peak temperatures
between TC7 and TC 10 are attri-
butable to inaccuracy in positioning
the strip unde r the weld tip.
• WE LO STRIP & THERMOCOUPLES
~--". G LASS	
1.0
GRAPHITE	 TC 10., '^	 0.5
GRAPHITE	 0.25	 During preliminary air weld
tests, it was found that two dis-
tinct power curves were being
generated. On further analysis
Figure 2-15. Thermocouple locations for air of the material, it was determined
and vacuum temperature flow tests. 	 that the power curve profiles were
a result of the GR /TP surface
roughness on the faying surfaces. Figure 2-17 shows a typical power curve for
GR/TP with smooth faying surfaces and the power curve caused by rough
faying surfaces.
• IN VACUUM
260
	
200	 TC 10
TC7
TC 10
	
TEMP 150	 TC7 
OF
	
100
	 TC 10	 TC7
50
0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 60
T1T2	 T2
WELD	 WELD	 WELD
TIME (wonds)
0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 0 20 40 00 !'4
T1	 T2	 T3
WELD	 WELD	 WELD
TIME (swonds)
Figure 2-16. Weld specimen heat flow characteristics in air and in vacuum.
The total area under these curves is similar, indicating nearly equ 11
energy (watt-seconds-joules) input to each weld. Weld strength was also simi-
lar, as would be expected with equal energy input, time, and pressure.
The third power curve, shown in Figure 2-17, was also created when welder
efficiency was affected by gravity or material variations (thickness, resin con-
tent, or roughness) and the resulting weld strength was significantly lower.
These results support the beam builder welder concept, wherein weld energy
would be electronically monitored and controlled to insure optimum weld quality.
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The requirement to fabri-
cate, test, and evaluate a
three-bay prototype tri-
angular t russ segment
which conformed to the
design developed for the
SCAFEDS comprised three
major tasks: (1) truss
fabrication for the manu-
facture of the Prototype
Test Truss (PTS) (2) truss
test preparation and support
to prepare test plans,
install strain gages, and
load introduction fittings,
and to provide technical
support to NASA/JSC during
test and (3) local effects
analyst>s ::and tests to
characterize cap crippling,
buckling, and torsional
instability effects for com-
parison with PTS test
results.
0	 0.7
SECONDS
• ROUGH SURFACE
0
SECONDS
	 0.7
• LOW WELDSTRENGTH
In 
• SMOOTH SURFACE (NORMAL WELD) 	
2.3 PROTOTYPE TRUSS
SEGMENT
N 400
200
400
200It
0
400
N
s 200.
It	 "	 2.3.1 PTS FABRICATION.
0	 _ — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _	 The PTS configuration is
shown in Figure 2-18. The
T	 cap members for the PTS
0 	 were manufactured fromSECONDS	 graphite/ glass /poly sulfone,
single-ply woven composite
Figure 2-17. Power curve variations.
	 material. described in Sub-
section 2.4.1. All three caps
were automatically roll-formed from flat preprocessed composite strips using the
roll forming machine which had been modified as described in Subsection 2.1. 1.
The crossmembers were manufactured from the same composite material as
the caps. Each crossmember was individually formed using a die form tool. This
is in keeping with the SCAFEDS beam builder, design, which uses preformed
crossmembers.
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Figure 2-18. Prototype truss segment configuration.
The diagonal cord material is a 20-end S-glass roving impregnated with
P-1700 polysulfone resin and manufactured by U.S.  Polymeric. The cord was con-
solidated to a circular cross section (to improve its strength properties) by im-
mersing it in a polysulfone and solvent bath and pulling it through a circular die.
To assure dimensional accuracy and minimize assembly time for the PTS , a.
rigid welding and assembly fixture was designed and built. The fixture consisted
of a steel pipe with twelve arms attached. Each arm supported an aluminum anvil
shaped to fit the internal geometry of the caps. The fixture was supported on
each end by tooling stands. The pipe rested on steel rollers attached to the end
stands. This allowed the entire fixture to be rotated to facilitate truss assembly.
The steps followed in assembling the PTS are illustrated in Figure 2°19.
After trimming the caps to length, they were placed on the tool and the cross-
member stations were measured and marked off on each cap. Pierce-pin locator
holes were then located on sa::h cap at each weld location. With the caps aligned
with their ends in-plane and the crossmember centerline stations centered on the
weld anvils, each locator hole was predrilled through the cap to a depth of 1.3
cm into the anvil.
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• DRILL 0.063 HOkE
	
• MAINTAIN 1 9.t2 L6 TENSION
• INSERT LOCATOR PIN	 (BOTH CORDS) BEFORE AND
CROSSMEIM®ER	 i	 (TYPICAL EACH	 DURING WELDING
1	 i	 noncc ►Acuecol
• PLACE CAPS ON FIXTURE
	 • WELD FIRST CROSSMEMBER
	 • SEQUENTIALLY WELD NeXT
	 • ROTATE FIXTURE ^0°
• LOCATE 4 CROSSMEMBERS
	
AND 2 CORPS TO CAPS	 3 CROSSMEMBERS TO CAPS	
• REPEAT FIXTURE IALONG ONE SIDE
	 WITH CORD CAPTURE WELDS 	 FOR NEXT SIDE
a
Figure 2-19. Truss fabrication plan.
The ultrasonic welder was set up to perform truss welding, as shown in
Figure 2-20. A standard commercial welder (Branson Model 8600) was placed on
a table equipped to raise and lower the welder with a hydraulic lift mechanism
and to move it from station to station on wheels;
The Con vair -developed multi-spot: weld horn is equipped with a short '1.6 mm
(0 . 063 'in.) diameter piercing pin. This pin is provide as part of the beam builder
operating co^cept to act as a fulcrum over which the diagonal cord is wrapped.
The weld cycle attaches the crossmember to the cap and captures the cord within
the weld zone. For assembly of the PTS, all crossmembers were prepositioned on
the p'redrillec pierce-pin holes by locating pins inserted in each hole. After posi-
tioning the welder, the locating pin was removed and the weld horn manually
lowered to insert the pierce-pin the drilled hole. The cord was positioned against
the pin and between the cap and crossmember. For the first crossmember, the
cords were aligned but not tensioned, since it was only necessary to capture the
cords on this first weld. On subsequent welds, the cords were first aligned
against the pierce-pin, pulled in tension using a fish scale, then wrapped over
the pierce-pity while maintaining tension until. the cord just touched the locating
pin at the next crossmember station. Weld pressure was then applied to clamp
the cord between the crossmember and cap and maintain tension during the weld
sequencel .
 Figure 2-21 shows a typical finished weld.
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• FINAL AL Ic;NM(NT INSPECTION
LUCATINQ
Pip,
E!^R.
• PULL Silt AHSTRFNGTH
1;88 • 66 PSI
Figure 2-21. Fi ,)ished weld joint.
61 `' `'TS '1' 1;QT 13 RFPAR A 'rl0'V	 AftANVIL
the 11'S was assembled, the end load
ANV II introduction fittings were' positionedSUPPV N T
_ i+:Id	 in z1 .:.'cd	 with the truss still on they
^VYELDSCHEUULt• assembly fixture.	 The load intrOdue-AILU TIME 15 StC
HOLDTIMf 15SIC	 ROLL - FORMED CAP tion fittings consisted of i,luEninum form
PHt SSURE 70 PSIG Flock s inserted into the end of eachINE LIGV 2000 JOULES
t rip and braced w3t11 aliliiiinum, angles
Figure 2-20. Tiuss ultrasonic welder. ns Shown in Figure 2-22.
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Figure 2 - 22. Truss load introduction fittings installation.
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Form blocks at one end were aligned and bonded in place while the truss was
still on the fixture. The form blocks in the second set were aligned and bonded
after the PTS was removed from the fixture. Alignment inspections were made
before and after bonding the form blocks in place.
Thirty-six axial gages for measuring cap loading characteristics were installed
'by Convair on the PT'}, as shown in Figure 2-23. All other test instrumentation
was provided by, and i,n,stalled at, JSC .
CAP 3
LOCATION ON CAP
l2^
CAP 2
BAY 0
7,82 CM
77
1BAY
1/2 BAY	 BASE PLANE
^	 TYPICAL
1
G
BAY 1 BAY 2	 BAY 3
STRAIN GACE WIRE
• 28 GAUGE
• 3 CONDUCTOR COLOR CODED
• IDENTIFIED AT FREE END
• 15 FEET EXTRA LENGTH AT BASE
• SECURED WITH TAPE
STRAIN GAGE	 •
IDENTIFICATION	 •
8 -C-L	 •
STRAIN GAGE
38 PLACES
BONDED & SEALED
GAGE FACTORS & RESISTANCES
SUPPLIED WITH TRUSS
Figure 2-23. Truss strain gage installation.
2.3.3 LOCAL EFFECTS.. The task flow and interrelationships for development of
the local effects data are diagrammed in Figure 2-24. Local effects refers to the
behavior and failure characteristics of the open section truss cap members under
axial load as a column. It is known that the open sections caps are subject to
local buckling, column buckling, and torsional instability when subjected to column
loading. To predict local effects, analysis of local stability and column stability
was performed using measured material properties. The predictions were then
tested by performing short column crippling tests and long column tests. A
technique for measuring local crap rotation due to the effects of torsional instabi-
lity was developed and tested. The results of the column tests were to be com-
pared with the results of the PTS compression load test to determine the end
constraints or end fixity of the PTS. If the end fixity of the PTS is known, the
behavior of a long truss can then be predicted.
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LOCAL	 ^^^,t,^o	 Div Acoutul	 Average properties of the GR /TP
ITAilurr	 i111WA1.I1Nf
µM'YY,...	 r,rtr	
'SUMOMl F41
AN
CHNI"1"	 m0erial are given in Subsection 2.4.1.
	°- 	 Since elastic flexural stiffnes q constants
COLUMN JAS	 cannot be derived from the basic mech-tl1ArI11IY	
-	 t
COLUMNH
*N11Yj' 	 1111{a.	 anical properties data f^;r a single ply
woven cloth material, three flexural
G 
IHp.	 tests were performed on. coupons in the
outllAlwl
ANALYSIS	 longitudinal and transverse directions
Figure 2-24. Local effects data 	 to derive the elastic constants D11,
development.	 D22, and D 12 . The usual test methodsfor determining the twisting elastic
constant D66 were not applicable to single-ply material. Three one-edge-free
buckling tests were conducted and the value of D66 was computed as shown in
Figure 2-25.
The structural analysis of gene►.a
IS FLMHALPROPERTIES shells STAGS computer code was used
• FLEX SPECIMENS	 A, COMPRESSION SPECIMEN;
SUPPORTED	 for local stability analyses of the cap.
--	 „^oLAM► o	 '^	 Both bifurcation buckling and nonlinear
.FREE ^	 collapse analyses were obtained using
ISIMTOASTMD .7w) 
nominal t1hickness, 0.635 cm (0.025 in.),
and the material properties. A diagram
D22 - i.os 	„ o„ « 1 ^ D^	 of the STAGS model is shown in Figure
O12 - 01711	 b« ' L ,a l	 b2 t	 2 -26, including the half section used in
	
ON O0,30	 analyses. STAGS is a finite difference.
code where rows and columns are defined
Figure 2-25. Flexural and buckling	 as shown, respectively; also, coordinates
properties tests.	 and displacement components are indi-
cated. There are four branches to the
model and 25 rows were used with a total length (L) of 63.5 em (25 in.). The
results of both the bifurcation and nonlinear collapse analyses are presented in
Figure 2-27, which shows the total compression Load P c , versus the nondimen-
sionalized end shortening, u/L. This type of plot is an expedient means of com-
paring analyses with test.
Twc crippling tests of the cap were performed with provide the local buckling
strength behavior and the crippling strength. Specimens two feet in length were
used for this test and the ends were carefully potted in steel blocks to obtain
uniformity of the compression load. A specimen is shown, during test, in
Figure 2-28.
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Figure 2-28. Clip column cripplinc.
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The end-shortening plots for the two tests are presented in Figure 2-29.
Y	 Both, tests reached a crippling load of about 800 pounds. The bifurcation buckling
loads did not compare to the STAGS analyses. The reason is that the cap varied
in thickness from 0.711- 0.940 mm (0.028 - 0.03? in.) as compared to 0.735 mm
(0.025 in) used in the analysis. This thickness variation was the result of the
'intermittent compaction process discussed in Subsection 2. 1. 1.
The calculated bifurcation buckling load may be adjusted as indicated in
Figure 2-29. This resulted in good correlation between analyses and test.
per = CRIPPLING LOAD
	
8001-	 per = 800 LB
'	 " SPECIMEN 1
	
600 F—	 /	 SPECIMEN 2
m	
^^	 BIFURCATION POINTSJ
Q 40  	 pier = 460 LB (524 LB PREDICTED')
Q	 /OJ	pier = 420 LB (432 LB PREDICTED")
a
.z
w 200
pier = INCIPIENT BUCKLING LOAD
CORRECTED FOR THICKNESS
( Plcr) COR = ( t ) 3 piert
t = 0.025 ANALYSIS
T = 0.032 SPECIMEN 1
I. = 0.030 SPECIMEN 2
	
0U	 I	 i	 1	 I	 1
	
0	 0,002	 0.004	 0.006
END DISPLACEMENT (IN)
Figure 2-29. Crippling test results.
Further analysis indicates that the short column crippling strength and the long
column buckling strength are virtually the same. Consequently, the critical long
column load should be about 800 pounds, were it not for the effects of torsional
instability. A thin-walled open section column may exhibit torsional instability
when subjected to compression loading if the free length is sufficiently large.
Otherwise, the member may be subject to short or long (Euler) column buckling.
In some cases, the structure may be affected by the interaction of torsional and
column buckling. For expediency in the stability analysis of the cap over one bay
length, the effects of the crossmembers and diagonals were assumed to provide
simple support at the ends and complete restraint against rotation at the ends.
The STAGS computer code with the nonlinear option was chosen for this analyses.
There are two options for the STAGS finite difference model.
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a. Option One is to input user-written initial imperfections that impose a
maximum rotation at midspan, tapering to zero at the ends. The config-
uration of the imperfections is shown in Figure 2-30. Notice that these
imperfections will result in torsional instability and may also impose
lateral bending of the cap, which would tend to move the two free edges
closer together. This analysis can be accomplished by arbitrarily assuming
that the transverse flexural stiffness of the flat elements is large enough
to preclude local buckling. This procedure will not affect the torsional
instability analysis. In the present problem, the transverse flexural
stiffness had to be eight times as large as the actual value. A half-model
with 10 rows (see Figure 2-26) is sufficient for this analysis.
b. The second option is to use the same model as described above, but ac-
commodate local buckling of the flat sides instead of precluding it. This
would require about 125 rows instead of 10 required in Option 1, so that
there are a sufficient number of rows on each half-wave of the local
buckling eigenvector. The local buckling model for nonlinear behavior
would need an additional user-written subroutine for local imperfections
to supplement the long wave imperfections discussed in Option 1.
EATOAI^I^TEO 
..Y	
G = _,^
V	 V
MOTE:IOCAL WCAIOMi MECIUOEO
U	 6.4	 O'O	 OJ	 60
01SKAU EMTCOOP►9T NY
Figure 2-30. Predicted compression load versus tangential displacement
of free edges due to torsional instability.
It was decided to proceed with Option 1 to minimize computer time. However,
since local buckling and torsional instability were analyzed separately, interaction
analysis was used to predict collapse load.
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The results of the STAGS analysis fe.- nonlinear torsional instability with
flexural buckling; preel 16ed is shown in Figure 2-30. Thus, the torsion::, u:,!lapse
load is:
PT = 900 lb
and the flexural column buckling; load from the crippling, tests is:
P r = 800 lb
The allowable compression collapse load, accounting; for interaction effects
was determined to be:
Pc r = 442 lb
Since the initial imperfections were applied in the STAGS analyses, displace
ments of the free edge occurred at the outset. Accordingly, the bifurcation point
for torsional instability cann:)t he cletermined from Figure 2-30. Also. a STAGS
bifurcation analysis was not performed because it had been found previously to he
highly uncortservative, for some unknown reason.
A 244 cm clip column test specimen w:.s potted in parallel steel end plates for
the purpose of testing with a uniform comparison load. The test setup for the
column test is shown in Figure 2-31.
To test for torsional instability ,
complete restraint to twist wa:, provided
at two locations, a distance apart equal
to 0111_	 , ' ength. These restraints
were free-slidirig; form blocks that
could be set up to Allow column
buckling* about either principal axis.
A contoured wooden stop with clear
lulce to the outside of the cap of about
0. 3 cm ( 0. 12 in. ) w11s p rovided at t he
center of the column for visual evidence
of torsion (rotation) of the cross section
and to prevent 1 , 1111away torsional
collapse of the specimen.
. I  SYSF1 O1	 . FRI( SUE'.MG FORM !LUCAS
fill
STRAIN
S GAG[
The technique used to measure cap 	 A<<FT
rotation at the center is shown in	 Ill) OIAiF
Figure 2-32. A beam from a stationary
mW laser was reflected from a small 	 Figure 2-31. C1lp column test setup.
mirror bonded to the top of the cap
section. The reflected beam was projected onto a paper screen located 3. lei 111
( 124 iii.) from the mirror for test 1. .lad 4.27m ( 166 in.) from the mirror for
test 2. The laser was placed within 2. 5m (98 in.) of the mirror. Differences
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in deflections of the spot on the screen were
marked off as the column was loaded in 222.4N
(50 lb) increments. The apparent rotation, 0,
of the cap section could then be computed,
Figures 2-33 and 2-34 show the plots of the
column end displacement and apparent cap rota-
tion versus end load f,,r the two tests. During
test I, it became evident that the column was
experiencing combined local buckling and tor-
sional instability, due to both upward and
lateral displacement of the laser beam. The
beam displacements increased with each load
increment. At between 400 and 450 lb, the dis-
placement of the beam changed abruptly and
the cap contacted the center travel block. The
test was terminated at this point.
w'	 'Test 2 was considered to be a more critical
test of actual loading conditions when installed
• MIRROR ROTATION	
in a truss. With the cap free to flex in the
p2	 weakest direction, the interaction of column
CCO3'1^	
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2x v x 2
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+y 2 2xy cn3.,^
xv
COW 
.. _.. buckling and torsional instability would be the
most severe. During the test it was visibly ob-
g	
^ ^span wasFigure 2-32. Cap rotation served that the cap section at mid
measurement.	 rotating and moving laterally, and the cap
edges were closing together. The cap section
contacted the travel block at a load of between 375 and 400 lb. The test was
terminated at this point.
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Figure 2-33. Cap column test no. 1
results
Figure 2-34. Cap column test no. 2
results.
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It was not possible to show accurately what the tue rotation of the cap was
at mid-span. The lateral displacement had little effect on the laser beam spot
displacement; however, the closing of the cap section edges could have had a
significant effect on the spot displacement. It would, therefore, have been best
to have placed the mirror on the apex of the cap section to preclude the effects
of edge closure.
The compression collapse load is presumed to have occurred at 350 to 400 lb.
Thus, there is reasonable agreement between test and theory where:
Per (experimental) 	 375 lb
per (theoretical)	 442 lb
The displacement of the free edges was due to the interaction of cap rotation,
local distortions, and lateral bending deflections of the cap. Insufficient nonlinear
analyses were performed to obtain displacements which would correlate with the
test displacements.
2.3.4 PTS TEST RESULTS. The PTS test sequences and results are summari7,ed
in Table 2-6. The PTS was subjected to four recommended tests at the .iSC Struc-
tures and Mechanics Laboratory: cap transverse stiffness; torsional stiffness;
torsional damping; and axial compression. Flexural stiffness and damping tests
were not performed because of scheduling conflicts with Orbiter structural tests.
The fragility of the PTS was inadvertently demonstrated during test prepara-
tions when accidental contact by personnel with the truss resulted in fracture of
a crossmember, two broken cords, and elongation of one cord. Repairs were per-
formed prior to testing to replace the three damaged cords by bonding new cords
to the cap members with the proper amount of tension applied. The broken
crossmember was repai^ed by bonding a splice section of crossmember over the
damaged area. These repairs were designed to restore the PTS to a level of
structural performance capability needed to complete the test sequence.
The cap transverse stiffness was lower than expected, due to the contribution
of the crossmembers to the total deflection. A dial indicator was installed at one
crossmember station during runs 2 and 3 which showed the local deflection to be
approximately 62% of the total deflection at mid-span. 'Cap transverse stiffness is
a truss handling consideration. If used in a space construction system, the truss
would be held in place and translated through retention and guide rollers at each
apex. Local loading would occur through the reaction of tending moments on the
truss. The deflections here should be as small as possible to ensure positive
retention of the truss at all times. The test results indicate a need to increase
the stiffness of the crossmembers to provide greater cap transverse stiffness.
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The torsional dumping test results differed, depending on the wind-up direc-
tion. The difference in damping between the clockwise run and the counter-
clockwise run is unexp lained. Since only one run was made in each direction,
it is not known if these values :re repeatable. The counterclockwise test
"	 yielded more uniform data and is considered more valid than the clockwise test.
Test Sequence No. 6 of the Structural Test Plan for the PTS watt conducted
with the test article oriented vertically. The axial compression 'ond was applied
by at single hydraulic :actuator via at ball and socket attaac:tment to a loading plate
on top of the 'test article. The loading plate distributed the single applied force
equally to each of the three longitudinal cap members. A photograph of ttte test
setup is shown in Figure 2-35.
Figure 2 35. PTS axiail compression test.
The test plan called for , three test runs: the first of whi: h was to determine
the compressive load at which local buckling; of the caps occurred: the second
wits to evaluate post bucklin^Y strength: ,arid the third run was to be a loading
run to failure. to establish the ultimate -ompressive strength of ',he truss seg-
ment . The first run wits successfull,: completed. but prior to the start of the
ultimate strength run, at compressive load of unknown magnitude wits suddenly
and inadvertently applied by the test operator and this load result ,-d in failure
of the caps of the test article.
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There were 66 channels of instrumentation for this test, consisting of 4 load
cells, 7 LVDT deflections, 52 strain gauges, and 3 acoustic emission counters,
which were electronically recorded during the test. in addition to these elec-
tronically recorded measurements, three lasers were used to measure the angular
rotation of the three caps.
The maximum applied compressive load for the bifurcation test run was 3.43
kN ( 772 lb) . The load cells at the top of each cap indicated that this applied
load was distributed equally to the three longitudinal caps, within about 1. 5
percent. The a3dal deflection measurements of the caps were used during this
test run to indicate the onset of initial local buckling of the caps. The axial
and angular deflection versus axial load in cap no. 1 and cap no. 3 is shown in
Figure 2 ­ 36w The LVDT at the top of cap no. 2 gave very erratic readings and
was discounted. From the deflection plots,
* CAP No, 1
	
it was determined that. the cap load at
CAP
	
BAY 1 EN D 	 BAY 2	 BAY 3
LOAD
	
(LB)	 ^•
200
BIFURCATION
	
0 --'j	 POINT ^ 772 LB
too
END DISPL
0	 01100 	 01300
END DISPLACEMENT Onc ►ies)
0	
-0.5	 0	 0.5	 1.0	 1,5
CW CAP ROTATION 0 (degrees)
which local buckling first. appears is
between 756 N
 and .800 N (170-180 lb).
The cap strains at the maximum applied
load were all relatively small (less than
500 m/m) . The magnitude of the maxi-
mum capload applied was not: sufficient
to produce meaningful strain gauge data.
The acoustic emissions which were
monitored during the .first test run showed
the number of recorded emissions increased
with increasing load in an orderly fashion
and there was no asymptotic increase in
the acoustic emission counts, which is the
signal for impending failure.
Although the PTS test program was
Figure 2-36. Axial load versus cap
	 only partially completed, it yielded these
displacement and rotation, 	 important findings:
a. The diagonal cord members are not easily seen when working in proximity
with the truss. This makes them vulnerable to breakage. It was also
found that the cords are easily` broken because the cord capture weld
may cause a localized weak spot right at the edge.of the weld. 'These
findings indicate the need for further improvements in the .ord and weld
joint design.
b. The cap transverse stiffness test indicated the need to provide more
stiffness at the crossmember stations to minimize the deflections of the
cabs tit mid-bay when subjected to a local transverse load.
c. The axial load test shows the truss to be structurally adequate for a
SCAFE application where maximum predicted loads on the cap members
2-3:1
are less than 445 N ( 100 lb) . Further testing would reveal to what.
extent the truss could operate in the post-buckling load range without
damage or deterioration, Also, more testing and analysis of material
characteristics and open section cap members would lead to much more
precise methods of predicting the structural performance of the truss.
2.4 GRAPHITE COMPOSITE MATERIAL
In addition to the forming, welding, truss manufacture, and local effects tasks,
Convair provided samples of graphite/thermoplastic (GR/TP) consolidated strip
material for testing in a NASA /LaRC material space environmental test program.
The material used in this program, the material provided to LaRC, and the nature
of the environmental tests which were performed by LaRC are described below.
2.4,1 FORMING, WELDING, & TRUSS MATERIAL. The OR/TP composite material
used in each of the program tasks reported in the preceding sections is a hybrid,
single-ply woven graphite and glass cloth impregnated with Union Carbide's
P-1700 polysul.fone resin and coated with Ti02 pigmented P-1700 resin. The
material characteristics are as shown in Figure 2-37. The extensio- I properties
were measured at room temperature after consolidation.
All, forming, welding, and truss
fabrication was performed with
strip material from the same batch.
This material was procured from
Fiberte Corp. , and delivered to
Convair in March 1979. It was the
fourtn in a series of material
designs developed and tested by
Convair in conjunction with auto-
mated in-space Fabrication tech-
nology IRAD .
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Figure 2-37. Material characteristics.
TEST MATERIAL. The GR/TP
composite material supplied to NASA /LaRC for their space environmental test pro-
gram was similar 'to the material used in the forming, welding, and truss fabrica-
tion tasks. The 968 cra 2 (150 in . 2 ) of consolidated strip material delivered to
NASA /LaRC on 7 November 1979 was taken from the previous batch of hybrid/
graphite/glass polysulfone composite material tested by Convair which was of a
different weave and fiber content than the material used for other program tasks.
NASA /LaRC planneld to perform flexure tests on miniature material coupons to
determine mechanical properties before and after exposure to the following radia-
tion levels
a. 1 MeV electrons
b. 1 x 10 10 rads ("' 30 years at GEO)
c. 20°C and 120°C each exposure
The results.of this testing are to be published by LaRC.
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3
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 CONCLUSIONS
Table 3-1 presents conclusions in the subject sequence of the preceding text.
Table 3-1. Program conclusions.
CONCLUSIONS
i The Rolltrusion process represents a viable and efficient solution to the problem of roll forming graphite
composite material for inipace fabrication of large space structures,
A	 Minor irregularities observers in cap sections can be corrected by simple changes to the heater reflectors,
i Curvature of rap members can be resolved by using strip material of uniform thickness;
1 The lack of capability to produce high quality preprocessed GR/TP strip material will impede progress
in beam builder and large space structures technology in two ways-,
(1) Small batch production will become prohibitively expensive as greater quantities are required to
support development.
(2) Improper pre-processing techniques will preclude accurate determination of material structural and
long-term operating behavior,
A The baseline SCAFEDS beam builder drive speed produced no speed-related defects in roll formed caps,
The Rolltrusion process can be adapted to higher drive speeds,
ULTRASONIC WELDING TECHNOLOGY
i	 Ultrasonic, welding in vacuum produced no Identifiable effect on weld strength or resin .Low characteristics,
i Welding {;RITE material which has been properly conditioned to remove moisture and volatiles produces
no outgassing in vacuum,
i Vacuum-compatible ultrasonic welder electronic amplifiers and controllers must: be developed for the
beam builder.
i Piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers operate in vacuum when properly evacuated,
A Ultrasonic welding in vacuum produced no change in the eff;ciency of the welder and no significant
heating effects on the weld horn or transducer,
A	 Heat is conducted away from the weld primarily in the direction of the graphite fibers, and the rate of
cooling Is not significantly different between welds produced in air and in vacuum,
i Welder performance is affected by gravity but would not be affected by zero-gravity,
A Gravity effects on the welder performance can be compensated for by adjusting weld prey ure and weld
time and the stiffness of the weld horn can be changed to preclude gravity effects,
A The weld power characteristic during weld is sensitive to material thickness and surface conditions, and
the amount of weld energy applied correlates well with weld strength, Weld energy and weld power pro-
file monitoring should be considered as in-process quality control parameters for the beam builder system,
i A beam builder ultrasonic welder will require automatic frequency compensation for weld horn tempera-
ture changes,
PROTOTYPE TEST TRUSS
i	 Minor modification of the truss welding horn is required to allow the cord to be maintained in full tension
during welding without breaking,
A Fabrication and assembly of the PTS proved that the SCAFEDS beam builder concept is sound and no
major technical problems exist that preclude its development,
A The incipient buckling loads measured for the crippling test specimens showed Good correlation with the
predicted load, corrected for thickness,
i The critical column buckling load for cap members would be nearly the same as the short column
crippling strength in the absence of torsional instability.
i	 Interaction analysis of the combined effects of column buckling and torsional instability for the open sec.
tion cap member when compared with the column test results, showed only fair correlation, A more
perfect test specimen and a ,STAGS analysis which accommodates both torsional instability and local
buckling is required to demonstrate that the load effects analysis is producing reasonable results,
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3.2 RECOMMIT ,'DATIONS
The work completed on the Graphite Composite Truss Welding and Cap Section
Forming Subsystems program indicates the need for continued key technology
and hardware development as recommended in Table 3-2, if a truly useable beam
builder and large space structures construction ;system is to become a reality.
Table 3 £-2, Recommendations.
• BEAM BUILDER TECHNOLOGY
4 Design, develop, manufacture, and test a flight qualifiable cap forming module as defined in JSC specifica.
tions 138-SIE-100 and BB •CFS•101, to accomplish the following,
(1) Conduct ground test and evaluation of vacuum and gravity effects,
(2) Develop a precision cap drive and control technique,
(3) Optimize heaters, temperature sensor, and temperature controls for an operational space system,
(4) Conduct in-space cap forming experiments to ensure flight and in-space operational compatibility,
A Design, develop, manufacture, and test a flight qualifiable ultrasonic welder for the beam builder per the
requirements of JSC specification BB-BJS•101,
 
to accomplish the following;
(1) Optimize weld head size, weight, and efficiency,
(2) Provide a space-compatible weld power and control module,
(3) Incorporate automatic in-process quality assurance functions and assess rellai ' ility of welds,
(4) Conduct ground test and evaluation of the effects of long=term operation of the welder ir, vacuum.
(5) Conduct in-space ultrasonic welding experiments to ensure flight and in-space operational compatibility,
• GRAPHiTE/THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
A Continue the analysis and test of single-ply woven fabric material as follows;
(1) Determine the effects of manufacturing techniques on material properties,
(2) Conduct experiments to assess how closely the coefficlent of thermal expansion of the material can
be controlled ai-A how stable it remains with time, temperature, and load,
(3) Determine the fatigue of repeated loading and thermal cycling,
(4) Establish the behavioral characteristics of single-ply versus laminated GR/TP materials,
A,
	 Establish manufacturing requirements for GR/TP strip material which will define the techniques required
for continuous compaction, coating, conditioning, and quality assurance.
• LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY
A Continue to analyze, fabrication, and test prototype structure and structural elements,
(1) Test cap members for post^buckling fatigue life,
(2) Perform a STAGS analysis of ,he combined effects of local buckling, column buckling, and tor-
sional instability on cap load carrying capability,
A Conduct tests to determine the endurance of truss weld joints under cyclic loading and long-term static
loading,
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